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The Roman Inquisition Sep
07 2020 Few legal events loom
as large in early modern
history as the trial of Galileo.
Frequently cast as a heroic
scientist martyred to religion
or as a scapegoat of papal
politics, Galileo undoubtedly
stood at a watershed moment
in the political maneuvering of
a powerful church. But to fully
understand how and why
Galileo came to be condemned
by the papal courts--and what
role he played in his own
downfall--it is necessary to
examine the trial within the
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context of inquisitional law.
With this final installment in
his magisterial trilogy on the
seventeenth-century Roman
Inquisition, Thomas F. Mayer
has provided the first
comprehensive study of the
legal proceedings against
Galileo. By the time of the trial,
the Roman Inquisition had
become an extensive
corporatized body with direct
authority over local courts and
decades of documented
jurisprudence. Drawing deeply
from those legal archives as
well as correspondence and
other printed material, Mayer

has traced the legal procedure
from Galileo's first precept in
1616 to his second trial in
1633. With an astonishing
mastery of the legal
underpinnings and
bureaucratic workings of
inquisitorial law, Mayer's work
compares the course of legal
events to other possible
outcomes within due process,
showing where the trial
departed from standard
procedure as well as what
available recourse Galileo had
to shift the direction of the
trial. The Roman Inquisition:
Trying Galileo presents a
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detailed and corrective
reconstruction of the actions
both in the courtroom and
behind the scenes that led to
one of history's most notorious
verdicts.
Notes on the Translation of
the New Testament Sep 19
2021
Silicon Carbide and Related
Materials - 2005 Mar 14 2021
Silicon Carbide (SiC), Gallium
Nitride (GaN) and Diamond are
examples of wide-bandgap
semiconductors having
chemical, electrical and optical
properties which make them
very attractive for the
fabrication of high-power and
high-frequency electronic
devices, as well as lightemitters and sensors which
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have to operate under harsh
conditions.
Index of Specifications and
Related Publications Used
by U.S. Air Force Military
Index Jun 04 2020
Dun's Healthcare Reference
Book Apr 26 2022
Moon Nov 29 2019 The Earth
has limited material and energy
resources. Further
development of the humanity
will require going beyond our
planet for mining and use of
extraterrestrial mineral
resources and search of power
sources. The exploitation of the
natural resources of the Moon
is a first natural step on this
direction. Lunar materials may
contribute to the betterment of
conditions of people on Earth
3/14

but they also may be used to
establish permanent
settlements on the Moon. This
will allow developing new
technologies, systems and
flight operation techniques to
continue space exploration. In
fact, a new branch of human
civilization could be established
permanently on Moon in the
next century. But, meantime,
an inventory and proper social
assessment of Moon’s
prospective energy and
material resources is required.
This book investigates the
possibilities and limitations of
various systems supplying
manned bases on Moon with
energy and other vital
resources. The book collects
together recent proposals and
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innovative options and
solutions. It is a useful source
of condensed information for
specialists involved in current
and impending Moon-related
activities and a good starting
point for young researchers.
Modelling and Control of
Switched Reluctance Machines
Oct 01 2022 Today, switched
reluctance machines (SRMs)
play an increasingly important
role in various sectors due to
advantages such as robustness,
simplicity of construction, low
cost, insensitivity to high
temperatures, and high fault
tolerance. They are frequently
used in fields such as
aeronautics, electric and hybrid
vehicles, and wind power
generation. This book is a
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comprehensive resource on the
design, modeling, and control
of SRMs with methods that
demonstrate their good
performance as motors and
generators.
Forthcoming Books Feb 22
2022
IBM PC Compatible Computer
Directory Mar 26 2022
An Alpha, Beta, Gamma Hand
and Shoe Counter - Model II
Nov 09 2020
From Song to Book Jan 24 2022
As the visual representation of
an essentially oral text, Sylvia
Huot points out, the medieval
illuminated manuscript has a
theatrical, performative
quality. She perceives the
tension between implied oral
performance and real visual
4/14

artifact as a fundamental
aspect of thirteenth- and
fourteenth-century poetics. In
this generously illustrated
volume, Huot examines
manuscript texts both from the
performance-oriented lyric
tradition of chanson courtoise,
or courtly love lyric, and from
the self-consciously literary
tradition of Old French
narrative poetry. She
demonstrates that the
evolution of the lyrical romance
and dit, narrative poems which
incorporate thematic and
rhetorical elements of the lyric,
was responsible for a
progressive redefinition of lyric
poetry as a written medium
and the emergence of an
explicitly written literary
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tradition uniting lyric and
narrative poetics. Huot first
investigates the nature of the
vernacular book in the
thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, analyzing
organization, page layout,
rubrication, and illumination in
a series of manuscripts. She
then describes the relationship
between poetics and
manuscript format in specific
texts, including works by
widely read medieval authors
such as Guillaume de Lorris,
Jean de Meun, and Guillaume
de Machaut, as well as by
lesser-known writers including
Nicole de Margival and
Watriquet de Couvin. Huot
focuses on the writers'
characteristic modifications of
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lyric poetics; their use of
writing and performance as
theme; their treatment of the
poet as singer or writer; and of
the lady as implied reader or
listener; and the ways in which
these features of the text were
elaborated by scribes and
illuminators. Her readings
reveal how medieval poets and
book-makers conceived their
common project, and how they
distinguished their respective
roles.
Sugar Journal May 16 2021
Transportation Decision
Making Dec 11 2020 This
pioneering text provides a
holistic approach to
decisionmaking in
transportation project
development and
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programming, whichcan help
transportation professionals to
optimize their
investmentchoices. The authors
present a proven set of
methodologies forevaluating
transportation projects that
ensures that all costs
andimpacts are taken into
consideration. The text's logical
organization gets readers
started with asolid foundation
in basic principles and then
progressively buildson that
foundation. Topics covered
include: Developing
performance measures for
evaluation, estimatingtravel
demand, and costing
transportation projects
Performing an economic
efficiency evaluation that
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accounts forsuch factors as
travel time, safety, and vehicle
operatingcosts Evaluating a
project's impact on economic
development and landuse as
well as its impact on society
and culture Assessing a
project's environmental impact,
including airquality, noise,
ecology, water resources, and
aesthetics Evaluating
alternative projects on the
basis of multipleperformance
criteria Programming
transportation investments so
that resources can beoptimally
allocated to meet facilityspecific and system-widegoals
Each chapter begins with basic
definitions and concepts
followedby a methodology for
impact assessment. Relevant
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legislation isdiscussed and
available software for
performing evaluations
ispresented. At the end of each
chapter, readers are
providedresources for detailed
investigation of particular
topics. Theseinclude Internet
sites and publications of
international anddomestic
agencies and research
institutions. The authors
alsoprovide a companion Web
site that offers updates, data
foranalysis, and case histories
of project evaluation and
decisionmaking. Given that
billions of dollars are spent
each year ontransportation
systems in the United States
alone, and that thereis a need
for thorough and rational
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evaluation and decision
makingfor cost-effective system
preservation and improvement,
this textshould be on the desks
of all transportation planners,
engineers,and educators. With
exercises in every chapter, this
text is anideal coursebook for
the subject of transportation
systems analysisand evaluation.
Canon EOS Rebel Ti EOS
300V Nov 02 2022 Magic
Lantern Guides: the most
popular, most respected
camera manuals in the world.
"If you can't find the
instruction manual for your
camera, or just want to learn
more about it, Magic Lantern
Guides...are available for many
current and out-of-production
SLRs. [They] provide
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information on the camera,
how to use its features,
accessories, and general howto-information on photography,
all in a convenient 5 x 7.5 inch
package."--Photographic
"Packed with diagrams,
instructions, and tips."-Outdoor Photographer "These
books are essential gear,
whether you own the
equipment, are thinking about
buying it, or just want to know
how it works." --Shutterbug
Magazine. More informative
and user-friendly than any
manufacturer's instruction
book, the Magic Lantern guides
show the way to sophisticated
picture-taking. This latest entry
in the series focuses on the
brand-new Canon EOS Rebel Ti
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(EOS 300V outside of North
America). The Rebel series of
autofocus SLR cameras is
already popular, and this new
model is even lighter, faster
and easier to operate--perfect
for amateurs.
Essays in Honor of John F. Ohl
Aug 07 2020 The scope of John
F. Ohl's musicological interests
and influence is honored in this
wide-ranging collection of
essays. Arranged
chronologically by subject, the
essays cover the history of
Western music from the
liturgical chants of the Middle
Ages to the nineteenth-century
symphony and the tonal
innovations of the twentieth
century. The collection also
includes a biography of John F.
7/14

Ohl, a bibliography of Ohl's
publications, and an essay on
Ohl by George Frederick
Handel.
Financial Mathematics For
Actuarial Science Oct 21 2021
Financial Mathematics for
Actuarial Science: The Theory
of Interest is concerned with
the measurement of interest
and the various ways interest
affects what is often called the
time value of money (TVM).
Interest is most simply defined
as the compensation that a
borrower pays to a lender for
the use of capital. The goal of
this book is to provide the
mathematical understandings
of interest and the time value
of money needed to succeed on
the actuarial examination
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covering interest theory Key
Features Helps prepare
students for the SOA Financial
Mathematics Exam Provides
mathematical understanding of
interest and the time value of
money needed to succeed in
the actuarial examination
covering interest theory
Contains many worked
examples, exercises and
solutions for practice Provides
training in the use of
calculators for solving
problems A complete solutions
manual is available to faculty
adopters online
Air Force Register Apr 14
2021
Canon EOS Rebel T5/1200D
For Dummies Aug 19 2021
Capturing greatness with the
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Canon EOS Rebel T5/1200D is
just a click away
Congratulations on your new
Canon! Not sure where to
begin? No worries! Canon EOS
Rebel T5/1200D For Dummies
makes it easy to cut through
the intimidation of working
with your DSLR camera to get
great shots—without breaking
a sweat. With this hands-on,
friendly guide, you'll discover
how to get a feel for your
camera, shoot in auto mode,
shift to manual settings to take
full control of your photos,
adjust lighting, focus, and
color, manage playback
options, learn basic
troubleshooting, and much
more. Truly stunning and
impressive pictures are at your
8/14

fingertips! Shows you how find
and set camera controls to
adjust exposure, lighting,
focus, and color Explains how
to load images to a computer
for organizing, editing, and
sharing Provides tips on how to
control your camera to get the
shot you want Makes learning
fast, easy, and fun with fullcolor photos If you're a new
camera owner looking to get
great shots that your phone
simply can't capture, Canon
EOS Rebel T5/1200D For
Dummies makes it easier.
NBS Technical Note May 28
2022
Computers in Education
Journal Jan 12 2021
Tribology of Diamond-like
Carbon Films Mar 02 2020 This
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book highlights some of the
most important structural,
chemical, mechanical and
tribological characteristics of
DLC films. It is particularly
dedicated to the fundamental
tribological issues that impact
the performance and durability
of these coatings. The book
provides reliable and up-todate information on available
industrial DLC coatings and
includes clear definitions and
descriptions of various DLC
films and their properties.
Introduction to Insurance
Mathematics Apr 02 2020 This
second edition expands the
first chapters, which focus on
the approach to risk
management issues discussed
in the first edition, to offer
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readers a better understanding
of the risk management
process and the relevant
quantitative phases. In the
following chapters the book
examines life insurance, nonlife insurance and pension
plans, presenting the technical
and financial aspects of risk
transfers and insurance
without the use of complex
mathematical tools. The book is
written in a comprehensible
style making it easily
accessible to advanced
undergraduate and graduate
students in Economics,
Business and Finance, as well
as undergraduate students in
Mathematics who intend
starting on an actuarial
qualification path. With the
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systematic inclusion of
practical topics, professionals
will find this text useful when
working in insurance and
pension related areas, where
investments, risk analysis and
financial reporting play a major
role.
Code of Federal Regulations
Oct 09 2020
Official Army Register for ...
Jun 24 2019
The Heritage of Arung Palakka
Aug 26 2019 to use the Dutch
presence to institute farreaching innovations in his
society. It became apparent
that, while the Company's
initial involve ment with South
Sulawesi had required some
military action, its sub sequent
activities were often limited to
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that of arbiter in local disputes.
Y et its approval was an
essential element without
which no local prince could
exercise authority confidently.
The reputation of the Company
helped to sustain its position
and that of anyone fortunate or
clever enough to become linked
with it. Arung Palakka's
repeated references
throughout his life to this link
served a dual purpose: it
reaffirmed his continuing
devotion and loyalty to the
Company, while reminding the
people of South Sulawesi of the
weapon which he could wield if
neces sary to maintain power.
Bearing the Company's trust as
a right, Arung Palakka was able
to introduce changes with little
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real opposition from within
South Sulawesi. The Company
has often been blamed for
radical innovations in MalayIndonesian societies, but as
this study shows, in South
Sulawesi at least the initiative
clearly carne from a local ruler.
Only research in other areas
influenced by the Company's
presence will demonstrate
whether or not the South
Sulawesi experience was
unique. A secondary but
nonetheless important reason
for this study was to examine
the roots of the large scale
emigrations from South
Sulawesi in the second half of
the 17th century.
Op Amps for Everyone Jul 30
2022 The operational amplifier
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("op amp") is the most versatile
and widely used type of analog
IC, used in audio and voltage
amplifiers, signal conditioners,
signal converters, oscillators,
and analog computing systems.
Almost every electronic device
uses at least one op amp. This
book is Texas Instruments'
complete professional-level
tutorial and reference to
operational amplifier theory
and applications. Among the
topics covered are basic op
amp physics (including reviews
of current and voltage division,
Thevenin's theorem, and
transistor models), idealized op
amp operation and
configuration, feedback theory
and methods, single and dual
supply operation,
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understanding op amp
parameters, minimizing noise
in op amp circuits, and
practical applications such as
instrumentation amplifiers,
signal conditioning, oscillators,
active filters, load and level
conversions, and analog
computing. There is also
extensive coverage of circuit
construction techniques,
including circuit board design,
grounding, input and output
isolation, using decoupling
capacitors, and frequency
characteristics of passive
components. The material in
this book is applicable to all op
amp ICs from all
manufacturers, not just TI.
Unlike textbook treatments of
op amp theory that tend to
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focus on idealized op amp
models and configuration, this
title uses idealized models only
when necessary to explain op
amp theory. The bulk of this
book is on real-world op amps
and their applications;
considerations such as thermal
effects, circuit noise, circuit
buffering, selection of
appropriate op amps for a
given application, and
unexpected effects in passive
components are all discussed in
detail. *Published in
conjunction with Texas
Instruments *A single volume,
professional-level guide to op
amp theory and applications
*Covers circuit board layout
techniques for manufacturing
op amp circuits.
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Canon EOS 300X/Rebel T2
Jul 26 2019 This book covers
the practical aspects of using
the camera for a variety of
different applications, and is
fully illustrated with a
combination of attractive
photographs and easy-to-follow
diagrams and advice on getting
the best from the camera in
any given situation. This
incredibly popular book covers
the practical aspects of using
the EOS 300X / Rebel T2 for a
variety of different
applications. It discusses the
camera s range of powerful
features, expanded shooting
modes and state-of-the-art
autoflash. It is fully illustrated
with a combination of
attractive, informative
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photography, easy-to-follow
diagrams, convenient
flexibound binding for ease of
use and additional advice on
getting the best from your
camera in any given situation.
Power Electronics and
Variable Frequency Drives
Sep 27 2019 This original
contributed volume combines
the individual expertise of
eleven world-renowned
professionals to provide
comprehensive, authoritative
coverage of state-of-the-art
power electronics and AC drive
technology. Featuring an
extensive introductory chapter
by power-electronics expert
Bimal K. Bose and more than
400 figures, POWER
ELECTRONICS AND
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VARIABLE FREQUENCY
DRIVES covers each of the
field's component disciplines
and drives--all in one complete
resource. Broad in scope and
unique in its presentation, this
volume belongs on the
bookshelf of every industry
engineer, professor, graduate
student, and researcher
involved in this fast-growing
multidisciplinary field. It is an
essential for teaching,
research, development, and
design.
The IEE Protection Against
Electric Shock Feb 10 2021 A
guide to the protection of
electrical equipment from
electrical shock. It is part of a
series of manuals designed to
amplify the particular
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requirements of a part of the
16th Edition Wiring
Regulations. Each of the guides
is extensively cross-referenced
to the Regulations thus
providing easy access. Some
Guidance Notes contain
information not included in the
16th Edition but which was
included in earlier editions of
the IEE Wiring Regulations. All
the guides have been updated
to align with BS 7671:2001.
Nanometer CMOS ICs Oct 28
2019 This textbook provides a
comprehensive, fully-updated
introduction to the essentials of
nanometer CMOS integrated
circuits. It includes aspects of
scaling to even beyond 12nm
CMOS technologies and
designs. It clearly describes the
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fundamental CMOS operating
principles and presents
substantial insight into the
various aspects of design
implementation and
application. Coverage includes
all associated disciplines of
nanometer CMOS ICs,
including physics, lithography,
technology, design, memories,
VLSI, power consumption,
variability, reliability and signal
integrity, testing, yield, failure
analysis, packaging, scaling
trends and road blocks. The
text is based upon in-house
Philips, NXP Semiconductors,
Applied Materials, ASML,
IMEC, ST-Ericsson, TSMC, etc.,
courseware, which, to date, has
been completed by more than
4500 engineers working in a
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large variety of related
disciplines: architecture,
design, test, fabrication
process, packaging, failure
analysis and software.
Texas Instruments
Technical Journal Aug 31
2022
Review of the ... Peach
Season on the New York
Market Dec 31 2019
Official Gazette of the United
States Patent and Trademark
Office May 04 2020
Water Resources Data for
West Virginia Jul 06 2020
Register of the
Commissioned and Warrant
Officers and Cadets of the
United States Coast Guard
in the Order of Precedence
Dec 23 2021
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Surface Tension in
Microsystems Jul 18 2021 This
book describes how surface
tension effects can be used by
engineers to provide
mechanical functions in
miniaturized products (1 mm).
Even if precursors of this field
such as Jurin or Laplace
already date back to the 18th
century, describing surface
tension effects from a
mechanical perspective is very
recent.brThe originality of this
book is to consider the effects
of capillary bridges on solids,
including forces and torques
exerted both statically and
dynamically by the liquid along
the 6 degrees-of-freedom.brIt
provides a comprehensive
approach to various
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applications, such as capillary
adhesion (axial force),
centering force in packaging
and micro-assembly (lateral
force) and recent developments
such as a capillary motor
(torque).
Monthly Foreign Trade
Statistics Jun 28 2022
Official Gazette of the United
States Patent and Trademark
Office Nov 21 2021
Report - Naval Ship Research
and Development Center Jun
16 2021
Shaping the Canons of
Ancient Greek
Historiography Jan 30 2020
The main focus of this book is
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the ancient formation and
development of the canons of
Greek historiography. It takes a
fresh look on the modern
debate on canonical literature
and deals with Greek
historiographical traditions in
the works of ancient rhetors
and literary critics. Writings on
historiography by Cicero,
Quintilian, and Dionysius of
Halicarnassus are chiefly taken
into account to explore the
canons of Greek historians in
Hellenistic and Roman Imperial
Ages. Essential in canonformation was the concept of
classicism which took shape in
the Age of Augustus, but whose
earlier developments can be
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traced back to Isocrates, a
model rhetor according to
Dionysius at the end of the 1st
century BC. The analysis
explores also late-antique
authors of school treatises and
progymnasmata, a field where
historiography had a
pedagogical function. Previous
studies on canonical literature
have rarely considered
historiography. This book
examines not only the works of
ancient historians and their
legacy, but also the
relationship between
historiography, literary
criticism, and the rhetorical
tradition.
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